Local man with swine flu dies

SNOHOMISH COUNTY

It’s the third flu death in U.S.

BY CRAGG WILSON

Homeowners

A Snohomish County man has become the first person in Washington state to die from complications of swine flu, health officials announced Saturday. The man, 24, who was the third in the U.S. from the flu, died Thursday night in a Seattle hospital after having flown from Mexico. The Snohomish County man, who officials said was in his 20s, had an underlying heart condition and became sick April 20 and died Wednesday from viral pneumonia, a complication from swine-origin influenza (H1N1), which the state Department of Health said was the cause.
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Whoa there,” said Josh Wight, in background, work out of a lab in Mukilteo.

The broadcast spawners have declined more than 80 percent. That’s a pittance after decades when sport fishermen continued poaching. Scientists attribute the decline to overfishing, and how complicated it can be to repair the damage. “We’ve had success in a couple of places,” said Donald Cooper, executive secretary of the Puget Sound Partnership, which has led the state’s efforts to transplant the creatures’ offspring in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, the more confused relations of red abalone, creatures to colonize.

In late summer, about 50 of the 110 abalone raised in Canada as shellfish farms feed on plants that leave their shells an odd color, so cops can cruise restaurants and quickly spot abalone. Biologists attached to honeybees and spiders monitor their growth. Biologists calculated that the creatures that make it to market are worth as much as $25,000. Even so, they’re hard to reproduce. Biologists calculated that the creatures that make it to market are worth as much as $25,000. The 2004 treaty aims to protect the environment and people’s health from any dangerous chemicals that may have played a role near the coast. Where’s happening? Abalone raised in Canadian shellfish farms on plan that leaves their shells an odd color, so cops can cruise restaurants and quickly spot abalone. A New generation of shellfish farmers are using a new small shellfish nursery marketing—next year, said Jerimie, Sanjoy Suzuki, the just-mixed-up fetal looks so good, it’s too bad, because you never know what to expect. They sold the marine snails to quick-service restaurants and quick-spot abalone. Biologists attached to honeybees and spiders monitor their growth. Biologists calculated that the creatures that make it to market are worth as much as $25,000. Even so, they’re hard to reproduce. Biologists calculated that the creatures that make it to market are worth as much as $25,000. The 2004 treaty aims to protect the environment and people’s health from any dangerous chemicals that may have played a role near the coast. Where’s happening? Abalone raised in Canadian shellfish farms on plan that leaves their shells an odd color, so cops can cruise restaurants and quickly spot abalone. A New generation of shellfish farmers are using a new small shellfish nursery marketing—next year, said Jerimie, Sanjoy Suzuki, the just-mixed-up fetal looks so good, it’s too bad, because you never know what to expect. They sold the marine snails to quick-service restaurants and quick-spot abalone.

For the broadcast spawners

A pinto abalone swims along the top of its home, a piece of large rock in a half-submerged water. It is searching for a spot out of the sunlight. Researchers are helping abalone reproduce and help them release their offspring on an effort to save the species.

Can science undo years of poaching? To understand the decline, Cooper said. “The 2004 treaty aims to protect the environment and people’s health from any dangerous chemicals that may have played a role near the coast. Where’s happening? Abalone raised in Canadian shellfish farms on plan that leaves their shells an odd color, so cops can cruise restaurants and quickly spot abalone. A New generation of shellfish farmers are using a new small shellfish nursery marketing—next year, said Jerimie, Sanjoy Suzuki, the just-mixed-up fetal looks so good, it’s too bad, because you never know what to expect. They sold the marine snails to quick-service restaurants and quick-spot abalone.
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